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In this study, dual phase CueCo composites with a total immiscibility in the solid state and a very
different initial phase strength are deformed by severe plastic deformation. Nanocrystalline supersatu-
rated solid solutions are reached in all CueCo composites independent of the initial composition. The
deformation and mechanical mixing process is studied thoroughly by combining scanning electron
microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, three-dimensional atom probe tomography and nano-
indentation. The indentation hardness of the Cu and Co phase and its evolution as a function of the
applied strain is linked to deformation and mechanical mixing process to gain a better understanding
how the phase strength mismatch of the Cu and Co phase effects the amount of co-deformation and
deformation-induced mixing. Our results show that co-deformation is not a necessary requirement to
achieve mechanical mixing.
© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
The high level of interest on nanostructured materials with
tailored properties for structural and functional applications is still
continuing [1e3]. Top-down processing methods such as severe
plastic deformation (SPD) are of practical importance if bulk
quantities of nanostructured materials are required [4]. In addition
to signiﬁcant grain reﬁnement, the microstructure that evolves
after SPD of dual or multiphase materials often contains non-
equilibrium phases, for example, supersaturated solid solutions,
metastable crystalline and amorphous phases [5e12]. Obtaining
supersaturated solid solutions in alloy systems, which are immis-
cible in equilibrium at ambient temperatures, is often the explicit
aim during the SPD process since materials with non-equilibriumMaterials Science, Austrian
(A. Bachmaier), schmauch@
boulfadl@mx.uni-saarland.de
rch), motz@matsci.uni-sb.de
lsevier Ltd. This is an open accessmicrostructures have proven the potential to achieve outstanding
mechanical and physical properties [13e22].
The deformation mechanisms of dual or multiphase materials
during SPD depend strongly on the strain path (hence the used SPD
method) and initial microstructure (phase volume fractions and
initial size and shape of the components). Considering co-
deformation and subsequent deformation-induced mechanical
mixing, the mechanical properties, in particular the yield stress or
the yield stress difference as well as the work-hardening of the
individual phases of the composites, are especially important
[5e7,23e25]. From mechanical alloying during ball milling it is
well-established that alloying elements must co-deform for
deformation-induced mixing to occur, which basically means that
elements with similar mechanical properties need to be combined
[26e29]. Therefore, the ideal combination of materials are two
ductile materials. If ductile-brittle components are combined,
alloying during ball milling is unlikely to occur if the brittle
component has a negligible or no solid solubility in the ductile
matrix component [30]. The same applies to brittle-brittle com-
ponents without mutual solid solubility [27,31].
In this study, CueCo composites with three compositions (Cu-article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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pressure torsion (HPT) at room temperature. New insights on the
structural evolution and phase formations in this immiscible alloy
system are presented in this work and complements an earlier
work, where only one composition (Cu-26 at.%Co) was studied [32].
For polycrystalline, coarse-grained Cu and Co, yield stresses be-
tween 25 and 80 MPa (depending on grain size) for annealed,
oxygen-free Cu and 655 MPa for Co (purity 99.9%, annealed for 1 h
at 600 C) are found in literature [33,34]. HPT deformed pure Cu
and Co bulk materials or powders further attain a quite different
saturation hardness (about 50% difference) in the steady state of
HPT deformation, whereby the hardness of Cu is in both cases
signiﬁcantly smaller compared to Co [22,35,36].
The main focus of the present work is the impact of the ratio of a
hard phase (Co) to a soft phase (Cu) on co-deformation, the overall
microstructural evolution and phase dissolution during HPT
deformation. Hence, CueCo composites with speciﬁc composition
(low, medium and high volume fraction of Co), which exhibit an
signiﬁcant, initial high hardness difference, are deformed [32,37].
The literature contains both, experimental and theoretical research,
on how the mechanical properties of the phases inﬂuence the
amount of deformation-induced mixing [29,38e44]. One open
question is, however, how the mechanical properties of the indi-
vidual phases evolve with increasing amount of applied strain and
if it is considerably inﬂuenced by the phase volume fraction of Co.
Therefore, the indentation hardness of the Cu and Co phase is
separately monitored as a function of the applied strain by nano-
indentation in this study. The indentation hardness evolution of the
Cu and Co phase is linked to the general deformation behavior -
especially considering the amount of co-deformation - of the
composite, the level of deformation-induced mixing and the time
to reach phase dissolution and a supersaturated solid solution
during HPT deformation. The results show that the deformation
and mechanical alloying process is a multi-stage process. Addi-
tionally, the formation of a supersaturated solid solution in the Co-
rich composites is investigated. The very different initial phase
strength of the Cu and Co phase has not that particular importance
under HPT conditions and mechanical mixing takes place in the
hard Co phase of the Co-rich composites as well.
2. Experimental
CueCo composite materials with three compositions (Cu-26/54/
76 at.%Co), produced by RHP-Technology (Seibersdorf, Austria),
were investigated in this study. In the initial state, the CueCo
composite material consists of the fcc Cu phase and the hcp Co
phase [32,37]. The hardness of the individual Cu and Co phase in
the as-fabricated, initial condition is 103 ± 12 HV0.5 and 394 ± 21
HV0.5, respectively [32,37]. The CueCo composite materials were
HPT deformed at room temperature (1e25 rotations, 5 GPa pres-
sure, 0.2 rotations/minute).
Microstructural characterization was carried out using a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) type ZEISS SIGMA VP using back
scattered electrons (BSE). Vickers microhardness (HV0.5) was
measured by three individual indents at each measurement posi-
tion across the radii of the HPT disks with a distance of 0.25 mm
between these measurement positions. Using the mean micro-
hardness value at the lowest applied strain as a reference value
(HVε0), the relative increase in microhardness, (HVεx  HVε0)/HVε0,
for each composite material at each measurement position can be
calculated.
Grid nanoindentation experiments as described in Ref. [45]
were performed with a cube corner diamond tip in displacement
controlled mode using constant loading, hold and un-loading times
with a Hysitron TriboIndenter® with the Performech™ controller.The individual indents were made following a quadratic square
with 1.0 mm distance spacing between each separate indent. The
maximum displacement was set to 50 nm for all indentations to
avoid size effects. Subsequently, the frequency plots (normalized
histograms) of the measured indentation hardness at each mea-
surement positionwere analyzed through deconvolution processes
as described in detail in Ref. [45]. To give an example, the results of
the nanoindentation grid test on the Cu-54 at.%Co material at a low
applied strain (ε ¼ 55) are illustrated in Fig. 1. The grid contains 121
individual indentations covering a total area of 10  10 mm2. The
outlines of the Co and Cu phase can be reasonably well resolved in
the color-coded hardness map (Fig. 1a). When the indentation
hardness is plotted as histogram (Fig. 1b), two distinct peaks are
visible. The mean value of each peak represents the mean hardness
of the respective phase. The ﬁrst peak, which is assumed to be the
Cu phase, has a mean of 2.3 GPa. The second peak, which belongs to
the Co phase, has a mean of 4.0 GPa. The area under the curve
corresponds to the percentage of all indentations conducted on
each phase and can be used as a measure of the surface fraction of
each phase, theoretically. However, due to the small area covered
by the nanoindentation grid test at each applied strain in this work,
alternatively the software program ImageJ was used to determine
the area fraction of the Cu and Co phase from BSE images for
different amount of applied strains (mean of three individual BSE
images with a size of 110  80 mm2 at each position).
Analytical transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in-
vestigations including scanning TEM (STEM) and electron energy-
loss spectroscopy (EELS) were used to characterize the micro-
structure of the deformed composite material in more detail. TEM
analysis was performed using a cold ﬁeld emission gun TEM/STEM
(JEOL JEM-ARM 200F) at 200 keV. It is equipped with a STEM Cs
corrector (CESCOR; CEOS GmbH Heidelberg) and a post-column
EELS spectrometer (GIF QuantumER™ from Gatan). For STEM, the
annular bright-ﬁeld (ABF) and annular dark-ﬁeld (ADF) detector
with a camera length of 8 cm was used, resulting in a collection
angle range of 45 mrad and 68e280 mrad, respectively. The EELS
measurements were carried out with a beam current of 530 pA, a
collection semi angle of 10.4 mrad, a spectrometer entrance aper-
ture of 2.5 mm and a dispersion of 0.25 eV/ch.
Atomic scale analysis by atom probe tomography (APT) mea-
surements were performed using a LEAP™ 3000X HR CAMECA™
system. Specimens were prepared by site-speciﬁc sample prepa-
rations in a dual-beam focused ion beam/SEM workstation using
the in-situ liftout technique [46]. To minimize Ga induced damage,
a 200 nm thick Pt-cap layer was deposited by electron beam
assisted physical vapor deposition at the region of interest, and the
ﬁnal steps during specimen shaping were performed using 2 keV.
The specimens were measured in laser pulsing mode (532 nm
wavelength at 100 kHz repetition rate with a pulsing energy of
0.5 nJ) and a base temperature of 60 K. APT data was reconstructed
using the standard algorithm as described in Ref. [47] and analyzed
with the software CAMECA™ IVAS 3.6.8.
3. Results
3.1. Structural characterization
The microstructural evolution of the Cu-26 at.%Co composite as
a function of applied strain has earlier been presented in Ref. [32].
Fig. 2 shows the microstructure observed in tangential directions
for the Cu-54 at.%Co and the Cu-76 at.%Co composite. Between
applied strains of 5e120, a rather inhomogeneous microstructural
evolution can be observed in both composites (Fig. 2). After
deformation to an applied strain of about 5 and 10, the Cu and Co
phase is easy distinguishable in both composites (Fig. 2a and e). The
Fig. 1. (a) Indentation hardness map of the Cu-54 at.%Co composite at medium applied strain (ε ¼ 55) as obtained by the grid indentation technique (10  10 indents matrix, spacing
1 mm, indentation depth 50 nm) and (b) grid indentation histogram of the dataset illustrating the peaks obtained for the Cu and Co phase and the deconvoluted values of hardness.
Fig. 2. BSE micrographs taken at different positions of the Cu-54 at.%Co composite at an applied strain of ε ¼ 5 (a), ε ¼ 40 (b), ε ¼ 55 (c), ε ¼ 110 (d) and of the Cu-76 at.%Co
composite at an applied strain of ε ¼ 10 (e), ε ¼ 25 (f), ε ¼ 100 (g), ε ¼ 120 (h). Please note the different magniﬁcation. The shearing direction is along the lower edge of the BSE
micrographs and the same in each micrograph.
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grained microstructure in the Cu phase at this applied strain, which
is comparable to the grain size of the Cu phase in the Cu-rich
composite at similar applied strain [32]. A distinct phase bound-
ary between the Cu and Co phases is further visible in Fig. 3a, which
is marked by the white dashed line.
In the Cu-54 at.%Co composite (Fig. 2bed), the evolution of the
microstructure as a function of the applied strain is very similar to
the Co-26 at.%Co composite despite the almost equal fraction of Co
and Cu [32]. Co particles, which have a rather broad size distribu-
tion, are randomly distributed in the Cu matrix. Most of the Co
particles exhibit an elongation in shearing direction. With ongoing
deformation, their size is continuously reﬁned (Fig. 2ced). It is
assumed that the softer Cu undergoes large plastic straining, while
the Co particles, which are unable to deform to the same extent,
mainly fracture. Fig. 3b and c shows amagniﬁed BSEmicrographs at
an applied strain of 40 and 55 recorded at positions schematically
marked by white arrows in Fig. 2bec. Compared to the ultraﬁne
grained structure visible in Fig. 3a, the grain size of the Cu phase is
reduced by almost half. In vicinity of the Co phase, the grain size iseven smaller, which is exemplarily indicated by the dashed white
lines in the micrographs. Up to an applied strain of 100e110
(Figs. 2aed and 3aec), Co and Cu phases are, however, easily
distinguishable in the micrographs with low and high magniﬁca-
tion. At an applied strain of 160, distinct Cu and Co phases are no
longer clearly resolvable in the SEM and overall grain size is further
reduced (Fig. 3d). Dark areas, which are assumed to be Co-rich, are
still found at higher magniﬁcation (some are marked in Fig. 3d). In
the BSE micrograph recorded at an applied strain 440, these
contrast variations are reduced and the microstructure appears to
be more homogeneous (Fig. 3e).
In the Cu-76 at.%Co composite, the microstructural evolution as
a function of the applied strain is different and a rather lamellar
microstructure is formed (Fig. 2eeg). Cu and Co are again not
deforming to the same amount. While the Cu phase is strongly
elongated in shearing direction, the Co phase is less deformed and
behaves in a similar way as already observed for the Co phase in the
Cu-26 at.%Co and Cu-54 at.%Co composites. As a consequence of the
lack of co-deformation, the Cu lamellae are deviating from a strict
alignment in shearing direction because they have to follow the
Fig. 3. BSE micrographs of the Cu-54 at.%Co composite at an applied strain of ε ¼ 5 (a), ε ¼ 40 (b), ε ¼ 55 (c), ε ¼160 (d) and ε ¼ 440 (e) and the Cu-76 at.%Co composite at an applied
strain of ε ¼ 10 (f), ε ¼ 25 (g), ε ¼ 100 (h), ε ¼ 140 (i) and ε ¼ 430 (j) with the same magniﬁcation in each micrograph.
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strain from 10 to 100 reﬁnes the size of the Cu lamellae. Inside the
Cu lamellae (an example is shown in themagniﬁed BSEmicrograph
in Fig. 3g), a rather large grain size can be seen at a medium applied
strain (ε¼ 25). Next to the Co phase (indicated by the dashed white
lines in the micrograph), a signiﬁcantly smaller grain size is
observed, again. At an applied strain of 100, the grain size in the Cu-
rich lamella becomes more evenly and is further strongly reﬁned
(Fig. 3h). Although the lamellar microstructure of the Cu-76 at.%Co
composite is clearly resolvable up to an applied strain of 100
(Fig. 2eeg), much higher magniﬁcation is needed at a little higher
applied strain to differentiate between the two phases (ε ¼ 120). In
the magniﬁed BSE micrograph (Fig. 2h), alternating, lamellar ar-
ranged bright and dark bands, most likely Cu-rich and Co-rich
areas, are still distinguishable. The grain size in the bright and
dark areas seems to be nearly the same. Bright and dark bands,
hence Cu and Co rich areas are even resolvable at an applied strain
of ε ¼ 140 (Fig. 3i). Applying further strain (ε ¼ 430) results in a
homogeneous microstructure with nanocrystalline grains (Fig. 3j),
similar as observed in the Cu-26 at.%Co [32]and Cu-54 at.%Co
composites.
3.2. Mechanical characterization
The microstructural evolution of the CueCo compositematerials is further reﬂected in their microhardness, which in-
creases as function of the applied strain. As an example, Fig. S1
shows the hardness proﬁle of the Cu-54 at.% Co composite HPT
deformed for different number of rotations. Similar hardness dis-
tributions have been found for the Cu-26 at.%Co and -76 at.%Co
composite [37]. In order to compare the microhardness increase
with increasing applied strain, the relative change of the micro-
hardness as a function of applied strain for each composite is
plotted in Fig. 4a. As a reference value at each point, the mean
microhardness at the lowest applied strain (HVε0) is used for the
calculation of the relative change, which is exemplary shown in
Fig. S1 for an applied strain of 485 (Cu-54 at.%Co composite).
A ﬁrst glance it seems that all composites show similar hard-
ening characteristics. Initially, the curves ascend quickly but then
reach a kind of plateau with few or minor subsequent changes.
Fig. 4b depicts an enlarged view of the ﬁrst part of the hardness plot
(grey-shaded area in Fig. 4a) for all composites, inwhich differences
in the hardening behavior of the composites can be revealed. An
initial steep increase is characteristic for all three composites. The
slope of a linear ﬁt of the ﬁrst part of the diagram yields 1.0, 1.5 and
3.0 for the Cu-26 at.% Co, -54 at.%Co and -76 at.%Co, respectively.
After this ﬁrst increase, a region of nearly steady microhardness
(10ε  60) follows in the Cu-26 at.%Co composite. Afterwards
further distinct hardening is observed until a second region of
nearly steady hardness is reached. Such regionswith less hardening
Fig. 4. (a) Relative change of the microhardness as a function of applied strain for each composite, which is calculated by using the mean microhardness at the lowest applied strain
(HVε0) as a reference value at each point. For example, the relative change at an applied strain of 485 for the Cu-54 at.%Co composite is calculated by (HVε485  HVε0)/HVε0 with HVε0
and HVε485 being the mean microhardness at an applied strain ε ¼ 0 and ε ¼ 485 as indicated in Fig. S1. (b) Enlarged view of the relative change of the microhardness (grey-shaded
area in (a)) plotted together with the determined area fraction of the Co or Cu phase from BSE micrographs at different applied strains.
Table 1
Mean indentation hardness (GPa) of the Cu and Co phase of the Cu-26,-54 and-
76 at.% Co composite obtained from normalized histograms at different amounts of
applied strain (ε). “Single peak” corresponds to the mean indentation hardness
value, which is obtained if only one peak is observed in the normalized histograms.
ε () Indentation hardness (GPa)
Cu Co Single peak
Cu-26 at.% Co 10 1.0 ± 0.06 3.4 ± 0.13
60 1.1 ± 0.03 3.3 ± 0.05
100 1.3 ± 0.06 3.6 ± 0.05
275 1.9 ± 0.03
370 2.0 ± 0.05
430 1.9 ± 0.07
Cu-54 at.% Co 5.10 1.5 ± 0.04 4.0 ± 0.01
40 2.2 ± 0.14
55 2.3 ± 0.03 4.0 ± 0.02
85 2.6 ± 0.06
110 3.0 ± 0.02
165 3.2 ± 0.02
440 3.3 ± 0.02
Cu-76 at.% Co 10 1.9 ± 0.12 4.2 ± 0.09
25 2.5 ± 0.06 3.8 ± 0.02
35 2.7 ± 0.13 3.9 ± 0.02
100 3.2 ± 0.09 4.0 ± 0.19
140 3.3 ± 0.06
270 3.7 ± 0.02
430 3.9 ± 0.02
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Cu-76 at% Co composite (10ε  40).
The size of the microhardness indents is, except at very small
applied strains, much larger than the characteristic size of the Cu
and Co phase. Hence, microhardness testing senses the average
response of the composites. On the other hand, if the indentation
depth is smaller than the phase size, material properties of each
phase can be obtained. Tomonitor the hardness of the individual Cu
and Co phases as a function of the applied strain, a grid nano-
indentation technique is used at different positions across the radii
of the HPT disks for each compositematerial [45]. In a large range of
applied strains, the indentation depth (50 nm) is smaller than the
size of the individual phases, which allows to determine the
indentation hardness of either the Cu or the Co phase (results
summarized in Table 1). At high applied strains, the size of the
individual phases as well as hardness differences are reduced.
Therefore, only one peak is observed in the corresponding histo-
grams (referred to as “single peak” indentation hardness in Table 1).
Color-coded hardness maps of the Cu-26 at.%Co composite,
which were recorded at different degrees of deformation, are
shown in Fig. 5a for selected positions. Similar maps of the Cu-
26 at.%Co composite were already published in Ref. [32]. Due to
different parameters used in this study, nanoindentation experi-
ments have been repeated in order to facilitate comparison with
the results of the Cu-54 at.%Co and Cu-76 at.%Co composite. At low
applied strains (ε ¼ 10 and 60), areas with high (Co phase) and low
hardness (Cu phase) can be easily distinguished in hardness maps.
In contrast, the histograms of the hardness data obtained at applied
strains of ε ¼ 275 and 370 show only one peak with a mean of
1.9 GPa and 2.0 GPa. The corresponding hardness map in Fig. 5areveals, however, that small areas with an enhanced hardness still
exist at an applied strain of ε ¼ 275. Even at an applied strain of
ε¼ 370, very small areas with higher hardness are still visible. Their
size is, however, reduced.
Fig. 5. Color-coded maps of the measured indentation hardness of the Cu-26 at.%Co composite (a), the Cu-54 at.%Co composite (b) and the Cu-76 at.%Co composite (c) at different
amounts of applied strain (as indicated in the maps). The indentation hardness values are displayed in GPa.
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representing the areas of the Cu-54.at%Co composite investigated
by the nanoindentation grid technique (Fig. 5b). At the smallest
amount of applied strains (ε ¼ 5 and 10), Cu and Co regions are
visible, which have a hardness of 1.5 GPa and 4.0 GPa, respectively
(Table 1). In Fig. 1, the hardness map of the Cu-54.at%Co composite
obtained at a medium applied strain (ε ¼ 55) is shown. The
indentation grid is positioned such that it covers a Cu-rich area
between two Co-rich areas. The peak hardness of the Cu and Co
phase obtained from the corresponding histogram is 2.3 GPa and
4.0 GPa (Table 1). At higher applied strains, the histograms of the
measured indentation hardness data display only one peak. The
homogeneous hardness distribution is further illustrated in Fig. 5b.
At a small applied strain (ε ¼ 10), the hardness map obtained
from the composite with the highest Co content (Cu-76 at.%Co) as
well as the measured indentation hardness of the Cu and Co phase
are similar to those observed in the composites with lower Co
content (Fig. 5c, Table 1). At an applied strain of ε ¼ 25, the
indentation grid is placed across a Cu band in the Comatrix (similar
microstructure as shown and marked by the white square in
Fig. 2f), fromwhich hardness values of 2.5 GPa (Cu) and 3.8 GPa (Co)
are obtained. At a higher applied strain (ε ¼ 100), the indentation
grid is again positioned across a Cu band as schematically marked
in Fig. 2g. Mean values of 3.2 GPa (Cu) and 4.0 GPa (Co) are
measured at this position. With ongoing deformation, the hardness
differences diminish further (one example for ε ¼ 270 shown in
Fig. 5c).
The mean indentation hardness values, which could beseparately obtained for the Cu and Co phase, are furthermore
plotted in Fig. 6a as a function of the applied strain. From the plot it
is evident that the indentation hardness of the Co phase stays
rather high and constant for each composite type (average of
3.8 ± 0.3 GPa considering all data, which is indicated by dashed
line). When it comes to the Cu phase, the picture is entirely
different. In the Cu-26 at.%Co composite, the indentation hardness
of the Cu phase increases a little with increasing applied strain
(from 1.0 GPa to 1.3 GPa at an applied strain of 10 and 100,
respectively). By comparison, the indentation hardness of the Cu
phase in the Cu-54 at.%Co and Cu-76 at.%Co composite increases to
a much larger extent.
In order to highlight hardness differences and make them
apparent, even if only one peak is observed in the corresponding
histograms, the indentation hardness measured along vertical or
horizontal lines across features with very low or high hardness in
the various hardness maps (marked in Figs. 1 and 5) is additionally
plotted in Fig. 7. The difference between the highest and lowest
measured hardness value is further highlighted by the grey shaded
area in each graph. The indentation hardness measured along the
lines at the lowest applied strain (ε ¼ 5e10) reﬂect the high
hardness difference between the Cu and Co phase in each com-
posite (Fig. 7aec). At an applied strain of 275, line L2 intersects the
area of enhanced hardness in the Cu-26 at.%Co composite, which
displays a maximum indendation hardness (Hmax) of 3.4 GPa. The
Cu phase has a rather constant indentation hardness at this applied
strain along the selected line L1 with a minimum indentation
hardness (Hmin) of 1.4 GPa. When not considering the mean, but
Fig. 6. (a) Mean indentation hardness of the Cu and Co phase as a function of applied strain (ε  120) and (b) Indentation hardness difference between the Cu and Co phase as a
function of applied strain for the Cu-26 at.%Co, Cu-54 at.%Co and Cu-76 at.%Co composite.
Fig. 7. Indentation hardness of the Cu-26 at.%Co (a), Cu-54 at.%Co (b) and Cu-76 at.%Co (c) composite obtained along vertical or horizontal lines, which are marked (L1, L2) in the
corresponding hardness maps in Fig. 1 and 7. The grey shaded areas highlights the difference between the measured minimum and maximum hardness values.
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hardness difference at each position can be calculated by
(Hmax  Hmin)/Hmax for the three composite types (Fig. 6b). In the
Cu-26 at.%Co composite, a high hardness difference (about
70e80%) between the Cu and Co phases is obtained, which reduces
only slightly at low andmedium applied strain (ε 100). Even at an
applied strain of 275, the calculated hardness difference is still 60%.
Further deformation, however, reduces the differences, which
reach a minimum of 42% at an applied strain of 430.
Although themean hardness of the Cu phase in the Cu-54 at.%Co
composite at an applied strain of 55 is quite high (2.3 GPa), the
hardness in the center of the Cu phase is still lower (Fig. 7b). Hence,
a quite high hardness difference (62%) is measured, which is quickly
reduced to 31% (ε ¼ 110) and 23% (ε ¼ 440) with ongoing defor-
mation (Fig. 6b).
A similar trend is observed for the Cu-76 at.%Co composite: At
an applied strain of 25, line L1 and L2 intersect both, areas with
high and low hardness, visible in the hardness map in Fig. 5c.Considering once more the minimum and maximum, it yields a
difference of 65%. At a higher applied strain (ε ¼ 100), a minimum
and maximum of 2.1 GPa and 4.5 GPa are measured along line L1,
which crosses Cu and Co phases (54% difference). In the same map,
along line L2, the difference is, however, smaller (32%) and
continuously decrease with increasing deformation (Fig. 6b).
In addition to the relative change of the microhardness, the area
fraction of the Co or Cu phase is determined from BSE micrographs.
To facilitate a comparison, the data is normalized to the initial value
and the relative change of the area fraction is plotted in Fig. 4b. The
Co phase fraction in the Cu-26 at.%Co composite decreases only
slightly to 89% at an applied strain of 65. Afterwards, it reduces
more quickly to 50% (ε ¼ 100) and less than 20% at higher applied
strains. In contrast, a continuous and larger reduction of the Co
phase area fraction is observed in the Cu-54 at.%Co composite. At an
applied strain of 55, for example, only one third of the area belongs
to the Co phase (60% reduction). At an applied strain of 110, the area
fraction is further quickly reduced to 29%. Similar behavior is
A. Bachmaier et al. / Acta Materialia 115 (2016) 333e346340revealed for the Co-rich composite: the area fraction of the Cu
phase in the Cu-76 at.%Co composite reduces slightly slower
compared to the Cu-54 at.%Co composite, but more steadily if
compared with the Cu-26 at.%Co composite (to 69%, 50% and 43% at
an applied strain of 55, 75 and 110, respectively). The decreasing
amount of Cu and Co phase in the composites might be taken as a
rough estimate for the dissolution of the respective element into
the other phase of the composite. Based on this assumption, the
dissolution of Cu or Co seems to proceed faster in the composites
containing the higher fraction of the hard Co phase and correlates
quite well with relative hardness increase. It should, however, be
noted that due to the resolution limit of the SEM, nanoscaled par-
ticles cannot be resolved and are therefore not detected by the
image analysis software.
3.3. Characterization of mechanical alloying
To measure the Cu and Co distribution and conﬁrm their
possible dissolution in the other phase of the composite at atomic
scale - especially in the regions near the phase boundaries, which
display a smaller Cu grain size (see Fig. 3b,c,g) - site speciﬁc APT
specimens have been prepared from the Cu phase in the Cu-76 at.%
Co composite at a relatively small applied strain (ε ¼ 30). The white
lines in Fig. 3g mark regions represent the volume investigated by
APT. In all reconstructed volumes, Cu atoms are displayed in blue
and Co atoms are illustrated in red. Fig. 8a shows the top-view of a
reconstructed volume, in which both phases, Co and Cu, are visible.
The blue isoconcentration surface, corresponding to 54 at.% Cu,
displays a Cu-rich zone inside the Co phase region. 1D-concentra-
tion proﬁles obtained from two region-of-interests (marked as A
and B with the analysis direction indicated by the arrows) reveal
that at this position nearly no Co atoms can be detected in the CuFig. 8. APT reconstructions of a Cu phase in the Cu-76 at.%Co composite sample deformed
10 nm), in which the blue isoconcentration surface corresponds to 54 at.%Cu. Cu atoms are d
8 nm  35 nm (B), thickness of sampling volume in A and B: 0.5 nm 1D-concentration proﬁ
slice (side-view with a thickness of 10 nm), in which the red isodensity surface corresponds t
a tomographic slice along the z-axis of reconstruction (position marked in (b) by dotted li
region-of-interest. Size of sampling cylinder: Ø 6 nm  25 nm, thickness of sampling volume
referred to the web version of this article.)phase region. This was further conﬁrmed by the local composition
measurements in a larger sampling region (20  50  25 nm3)
within the Cu-rich regionwhich showed 96.2 at.% Cu (±0.1 at.%) and
3.7 at.% Co (±0.1 at.%). By contrast, the concentrationmapped across
the Cu-rich zone inside the Co phase (cylinder A) shows a Cu
concentration of ~60 at%. However, the concentration of Cu atoms
between the Cu phase and the Cu-rich zone is nearly zero along this
mapped region. In the region of the Co phase located behind this
Cu-rich zone (mapped in 1-D concentration proﬁle B), a substantial
amount of Cu (up to 30 at.%) is dissolved. Fig. 8bec shows a
reconstructed volume (with side and top-views) of the same Cu-
76 at.%Co composite sample prepared from a position ~3 mm away
from the specimen shown in Fig. 8a, within the Cu phase region. In
both views, the red isodensity surface corresponds to 14 Co atoms
nm-3. In the reconstructed volumes, Cu- and Co-rich regions are
again identiﬁable. In contrast to the previously shown almost Co
free Cu phase, regions enriched by Co are now clearly visible inside
the Cu phase. Signiﬁcantly higher Co concentrations are measured
in the mapped region and a small zone with strong Co enrichment
(~40 at.% Co) is further observable in the Cu phase (Fig. 8d).
Simultaneously, up to 30 at% Cu are dissolved in the Co-rich region.
The higher amount of Co, which is dissolved in the Cu phase at this
APT specimen position, was further conﬁrmed by local composition
measurements from the Cu-rich region at this position, which
showed 90.0 at.% Cu (±0.1 at.%) and 9.8 at.% Co (±0.1 at.%)
(20  25  50 nm3 sampling region).
From BSE micrographs, homogeneous microstructures are
apparent in the saturation region (Fig. 3e and j). TEM analysis of the
composites conﬁrms the nanocrystalline microstructures for all
compositions. The formation of supersaturated solid solutions has
been recently validated by APT and EELS analysis in the Cu-26 at.%
Co composite [32]. Evaluation of selected area diffraction patterns,to an applied strain of about 30. (a) Tomographic slice (top-view with a thickness of
isplayed twice as large as Co atoms. Size of sampling cylinders: Ø 5 nm  35 nm (A), Ø
les are computed along the region-of-interest marked as “A” and “B”. (b) Tomographic
o 14 Co atoms nm3. Co atoms are displayed twice as large as Cu atoms. (c) Top-view of
ne) with a thickness of 10 nm. (d) 1D-concentration proﬁle plotted along the marked
: 0.5 nm. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
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and Cu-76 at.%Co composite, further suggests that CueCo solid
solutions are formed in the Co-rich composites. To conﬁrm the
formation of CueCo solid solutions in the Co-rich composites,
further investigations using APT and EELS analysis are conducted at
the highest applied strain (i.e. in the saturation region) in both
composites. The advantage of EELS is the larger volume which can
be analyzed compared to APT. Hence, information about the ho-
mogeneity of the Cu and Co distribution on a larger length scale can
be obtained and it is further possible to exclude that Cu-or Co-rich
grains still exist in the microstructure. As thin as possible TEM
specimens (~20e80 nm) were used to exclude 2D-projection ef-
fects on the composition to a large extent.
In Fig. 9a, an ABF and ADF STEM image (both taken at the same
position) of the Cu-54 at.%Co composite at an applied strain of 440
are shown. EELS line scan analysis was carried out to determine the
local chemical distribution of Cu and Co in several grains at
different positions of the Cu-54 at.%Co sample. In Fig. 9b, two of
these EELS measurements, which are obtained along line 1 and line
2 marked in the STEM images in Fig. 9a, are exemplarily shown. For
the concentration proﬁle along line 1 and 2, 109 and 49 measure-
ments with 1.0 nm spacing are conducted, respectively. Line 1
crosses several grains, most of them have a size less than 50 nm
(see ABF STEM image). Nonetheless, no distinct Cu- or Co-rich
grains can be identiﬁed and a quite uniform distribution of Cu
and Co is measured. Along line 2, the Co and Cu concentration
proﬁle looks very similar.
Additional correlative APT analysis is conducted to investigate
the distribution of Cu atoms in the nanostructure of the Cu-76 at.%
Co composite at the highest amount of applied strain (ε ¼ 430). As
shown in the three-dimensional reconstructions for two analyzed
volumes, which are obtained from two different APT specimens, the
distribution of the Cu atoms appears visually homogeneous
(Fig. 9ced). The average Cu concentration in these volumes is
21.8 ± 0.1 at% (Fig. 9c) and 24.2 ± 0.1 at% (Fig. 9d). Additionally, the
distribution of the Cu concentration measured in the two volumes
is plotted to statistically compare it with a random distribution in
Fig. 9ced. Although there are small deviations for higher and lower
concentrations visible, the distributions of the Cu concentration ﬁt
well to the random distribution.
4. Discussion
It is well known that differences in the strength of the alloying
elements inﬂuence the deformation behavior during ball milling
and lack of co-deformation in combination with low or no mutual
solubility works against subsequent mechanical alloying
[28,29,38e44]. Cordero et al. [29] recently studied the effects of
phase strength mismatch in several W-transition metal couples
during mechanical alloying by ball milling and experimentally
showed that homogeneous solid solutions could only be obtained
in W-transition metal couples having less than ~40% difference in
strength. Furthermore, an asymmetric mixing kinetics e more W
dissolved in the alloying element than vice versa-was observed. A
kinetic Monte Carlo simulation, which was adapted to account for
differences in phase strength in a model system, also reproduced
the experimentally observed behaviors and was used to construct
dynamical phase diagrams demonstrating the effects of composi-
tion and processing temperature on the formation of solid solutions
during mechanical alloying.
This study focuses on CueCo composites, which have a dual-
phase microstructure and a phase strength mismatch of ~70e80%
in the initial state, if the indentation hardness of the individual Cu
and Co phase is considered (Table 1, Fig. 6b). Comparing the
hardness of the Cu and Co phase in the CueCo composites in the as-fabricated, initial condition [32,37], it yields a similar difference of
~75%. Estimating the yield stress by using the Tabor relation [48]
gives thus a high yield stress difference between the Cu and Co
phases and the assumption that a very hard, brittle phase (Co) is
combined with a relatively soft, deformable phase (Cu) seems valid.
Additionally, it might be expected that the dual phase structure of
the composite maintains after using a different SPD process,
namely HPT deformation, as well. However, experimental data
from the correlative APT and TEM analysis of this study (Fig. 9)
together with results of [32] strongly suggests that Cu- or Co-rich
supersaturated solid solutions are formed at high applied strains
after HPT processing over the whole investigated composition
range.
Structural investigations in combination with the indentation
hardness results further show that the deformation andmechanical
mixing process is a multi-stage process, which is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 10 and described in the following.
4.1. Stage A
From the microstructural observations (Fig. 2 and [32]) it is
evident that the Cu phases are carrying more deformation than the
Co phases due to the initial high hardness difference in all three
investigated composites. Hence, plastic deformation is mainly
localized in the softer Cu phases at low strain, which represents
stage A. Microstructural reﬁnement similar as in single-phase HPT
deformedmaterials [49] predominately take place in the Cu phases.
The Co phases, however, show some deformability in the beginning
of the deformation process as well, which is more pronounced in
the Co-rich composites. Grain reﬁnement in the Cu phase originates
from dislocation activities during deformation. At this stage, the
CueCo interphase act as conventional barrier for dislocation mo-
tion. The main hardening mechanisms in the Cu and to a small,
almost negligible extent also in the Co phase, are work-hardening
and Hall-Petch hardening due to the grain reﬁnement. The for-
mation of a {111} texture is usually observed in pure Cu after HPT
deformation [50]. Since the Co phase show less deformability, the
formation of a pronounced texture in the Co phase might not occur.
For Co grains or particles with a size below 100 nm, the continuous
accumulation of stacking faults might further already lead to hcp-
fcc phase transformations for very small grains at this stage [51].
The described processes of stage A lead to the ﬁrst overall,
strong microhardness increase of the composites, which shows a
clear dependence on the volume fraction of Co (dashed lines in
Fig. 4b). From the measurement of the indentation hardness of the
Cu phase at the lowest applied strain (ε¼ 5 and 10) it can be further
seen that hardening of the Cu phase in stage A is highest for the Cu
phase in the Co-rich composite and decreases with decreasing
phase fraction of Co (c.f. Table 1 and Fig. 6a).
Due to the heterogeneous deformation of the CueCo composites
(Fig. 2), where deformation is predominantly carried by the Cu-
phase, the local strain in Cu is larger compared to the applied
strain and scales with the Co-content. For a simple composite
model (layer model, where only the Cu phase/layer is deformed
plastically), the local shear strain glocal in the Cu phase can be
estimated by
glocaly
ttot
tCu
*gappliedz
1
1 xCo
gapplied; (1)
with tCu being the virtual Cu layer thickness and ttot the total HPT
sample thickness. gapplied is the applied shear strain during HPT
deformation, which can be calculated from the applied equivalent
strain ε (gapplied ¼ ε*
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
) [52]. As the molar weight of Cu and Co is
very similar (63.5 and 59 g/mol, respectively) as well as the density
Fig. 9. (a) ABF and ADF STEM image of the Cu-54 at.%Co composite at an applied strain of 440. (b) EELS concentrations proﬁles in atomic percent for Cu and Co along the line 1 and
line 2 drawn in (a). (c)e(d) Three-dimensional reconstructions of two volumes analyzed by APT in the Cu-76 at.%Co composite at an applied strain of 430 (the reconstructions are
taken from two different APT specimens). Only Cu atoms are displayed to show their homogeneous distribution in the analyzed volumes. The corresponding Cu frequency dis-
tributions from the displayed volumes compared to a random distribution are also shown.
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Cu content in at% (xCu ¼ 1-xCo). Hence, the local strain in the Cu
phase is assumed to increase from 33% over 50% to 300% compared
to the applied strain for the Cu-26 at.%Co, -54 at.%Co and -76 at.%Co
composite, respectively, and correlates quite well with the slope of
the initial hardness increase (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, due to the
strong strain localization, the local strain gradient present by the
torsional loading is further increased and additionally enhanced by
the phase boundaries [53,54]. In fact, strain gradients are inversely
proportional to an internal material length scale over which plastic
deformation occur [55,56], which is in a ﬁrst order approximationequal to the phase spacing or the lamellar distance of the Cu or Co
phase in this work. Hence, higher strain gradients and strains
evolve in the Cu phases as the volume fraction of the hard, less
deformable Co phase increases which are highest in the Cu phase of
the Cu-76 at.%Co composite. Both effects lead to an increased work
hardening and microstructure reﬁnement and explain the addi-
tional hardening of the Cu phase with increasing volume fraction of
the Co phase during stage A and the subsequent stage B (medium
applied strains) as described in the following.
Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the multi-stage deformation and mechanical
mixing process of the CueCo composites during HPT deformation.
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At medium applied strains (stage B), the tendency to fragment
predominates over the plastic deformation of the Co phase. During
the HPT deformation, all samples deform homogeneously at the
macroscopic scale. The Cu phase is therefore continuously sheared.
Co particles, however, continue to fragment and fracture, and
simultaneously collide over and over again during ongoing HPT
deformation. This is in particular true for the Co-rich composites
with a high fraction of Co. If two Co particles collide, small Cu
fragments can be formed, which might then be trapped inside the
Co phase. Small Cu fragments can indeed be found within the Co
phase (Fig. 8a). Behind the Cu fragment, an enhanced Cu concen-
tration is measured in the Co phase, which could be interpreted as
traces of abrasion of Cu. On the contrary, no Cu dissolved in the Co
phase can be found right between the Cu fragment and the Cu
phase boundary (Fig. 8a). Furthermore, it is shown, that Cu phase
regions with nearly no dissolved Co atoms are simultaneously
observed (Fig. 8a). Mechanical alloying is, however, not limited to
the Cu phase. Nanometer sized small Co particles may also fracture
from edges of the Co particles. In Fig. 8bec, nanometer sized small
fragments of Co are clearly visible inside the Cu phase. The shape of
these fragments is elongated, which indicates further deformation
of the tiny fragments. Due to the similarity of the fragmentation/
fracture process of the Co phase and the abrasion of the Cu phase by
the hard Co particles with abrasive processes like abrasive
machining, stage B is called “fracture” and “abrasion” (Fig. 10).
In stage B, the hardening capability of the soft phase (Cu) is most
important. Fracturing and fragmentation of the Co particles is
enhanced if the strength or the hardness of the Cu phase increases.
Both Co-rich composites display a larger amount of hardening
compared to the Cu-26 at.%Co composite if the relative increase in
microhardness is considered (Fig. 4). The use of the nano-
indentation measurements in this work, however, enable to
directly follow the evolution of the hardness of the Cu phase as
function of increasing applied strain, which is indeed much higher
in the Co-rich composites (Table 1, Fig. 6a). Additionally, the time
required to reach the steady state (deﬁned by a homogeneous
microstructure and indentation hardness) depends on the Co
content (Figs. 5 and 7).
The fragmentation and fracturing process might be also sup-
ported by plastic instabilities. On the mesoscopic scale, such in-
stabilities can be caused by strain localization and the possible
formation of localized deformation bands, cutting particles andhence support their fragmentation and fracturing. On the other
hand, microscopic plastic instabilities of thin rods and plates as
described in Refs. [57e59] might also occur. These instabilities are
important on a smaller length scale, especially for very ﬁne,
nanometer-sized ﬁlaments as can be seen in Figs. 2h and 3hei, for
instance. Studies on such stress driven instabilities of interfaces in
solids show that the instability condition depends on the relative
magnitude of the applied and/ormisﬁt strains, the elastic mismatch
a and the volume fraction of both phases [58]. For an external
applied strain, the interface of lamellar (plate-like) and ﬁbrous
(rod-like) composites is always unstable for all as0. Once plastic
instabilities set in, surface ﬂuctuations or undulations are formed.
The critical wavenumber, the maximally unstable wavenumber and
the instability growth rate are, for example, all increased for rod-
composite structures with a as0. In addition, the time required
for destabilization (spherodization) is substantially reduced by
application of an external stress [58]. With ongoing deformation,
the Co particles continue to reduce in size, wear and become more
and more rounded by the aforementioned processes. As a conse-
quence, the fragmentation and fracture probability decrease with
decreasing size and circularity of the Co particles. In addition, Co
particles with round edges are much less effective for the abrasion
process.
Atomic scale processes like defect-enhanced diffusion [60e63]
and the dislocation shufﬂing process [64] might be responsible
for ﬁnal phase dissolution. While the former process can occur for
larger particles as well, the latter may play an important role for the
dissolution of the nanoscaled Co particles as well as the Cu frag-
ments trapped inside Co with nanometer sized phase dimensions.
As the Cu and Co phase are deformed, the defect density (vacancies,
dislocations) in both phases increase and Co atoms at the interface
might diffuse into the Cu phase and vice versa. In the dislocation
shufﬂing process, atomic planes are sheared through dislocation
glide on more than one slip system across heterophase interfaces
[64]. Hence, tiny Co material portions in Cu and vice versa are
created, which are subsequently cut by dislocations running
through them [64]. A necessary condition is an allotropic phase
transformation from hcp Co to fcc Co, which is reported in literature
for small Co grains (<100 nm) and which might also occur for the
tiny, nanometer-sized Co particles during stage B [51]. At the
highest applied deformation strain, evaluation of selected area
diffraction patterns display only fcc diffraction rings for all com-
posites regardless their composition. Hence, even in the Co-rich
composite, the formation of a supersaturated fcc Co solid solution
takes place. Phase transformation of hcp Co to fcc Co, promoting the
dissolution of small Co particles and Cu fragments by the disloca-
tion shufﬂing process and subsequent short range diffusion pro-
cesses, may therefore certainly possible.
A tendency for asymmetric mixing, similar as observed in me-
chanical alloying of powders with a high strength difference [29],
might be present in the Co-rich composites as well. On the one
hand, the “fracture and abrasive” processes (Fig. 10) is asymmetric
itself. The Co phase fragment, fracture and continuously decrease in
size, whereas the Cu phase retains its phase dimensions and is
predominately deformed. This leads to a quite ﬁne dispersion of
small-sized Co particles in the Cu matrix, which are then dissolved
in the Cu ﬁnally by defect-enhanced diffusion or a dislocation
shufﬂing process. As the Cu phase is predominantly deformed
(especially in the early stages of the HPT process) the defect density
in this phase will increase to a larger extent. Hence an imbalance in
the defect density between the Cu and Co phases will arise, which
will lead to an asymmetry in the diffusion ﬂuxes at the interface:
more Co atoms will diffuse into the defect-rich Cu phase as vice
versa [63]. Furthermore, the solubility of Co in Cu can be increased
by a high vacancy density. This process is likely to occur already in
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increasing hardness of the Cu phase. If both phases are soft (or
hard) the strain distribution is more homogeneous and no asym-
metry would be expected from this mechanism. The dislocation
shufﬂing process is asymmetric as well. Embury et al. [40] deﬁned
several criteria that promote heterophase slip transfer, which is an
important step of the dislocation shufﬂing process [64]. One criteria
is that the misorientation between active slip planes on both side of
the heterophase boundary should be a minimum at the boundary.
Another one is that the conﬁguration of the interface should also be
one of minimum energy. Hence, the dislocation shufﬂing process is
dependent on the type of interface too. This leads also to an
asymmetry in the mixing process.
It is further assumed that mechanical mixing by the above
described atomic scale processes start right after stage A. In spite of
being a rough estimate, a decrease of the phase fraction of the
respective alloying element is visible for all composite (Fig. 4b).
Alloying with Co induces additional hardening of the Cu phases due
solid solution strengthening and further grain size reﬁnement as
direct consequence of alloying [49]. Results from the APT mea-
surements of the Cu-76 at.%Co composite (Fig. 8), in which up to
30 at.% Co are dissolved in the Cu phase, further strengthen the
assumption that the intermixing already starts at medium applied
strains (ε ¼ 30). However, it should be noted that the local shear
strain in the Cu phasemight be considerable enhanced according to
equation (1).
Dissolution of small Co particles and Cu fragments steadily
continue through stage B and stage C, which will be further
described in the following.
4.3. Stage C
The ﬁnal stage of the HPT deformation process (stage C) is
characterized by a diminishing phase strength mismatch (Fig. 6).
Once the indentation hardness (or the yield stress) of the Cu and Co
phase becomes more similar, deformation of both phases becomes
more uniform and the formation of homogeneous solid solutions is
strongly promoted and accelerated.
Phase strength differences are quickly reduced in the Co-rich
composites (Fig. 6). In the Cu-54 at.%Co composite, a rather ho-
mogeneous indentation hardness with only small hardness differ-
ences (~30%) is reached at an applied strain of 110. In the Cu-76 at.%
Co composite, similar indendation hardness differences and sub-
sequent structural homogenization are obtained at slightly higher
applied strains (ε ¼ 140). Areas with smaller hardness difference
can, however, be found at a smaller applied strains, too (c.f. hard-
ness along line L2 at ε ¼ 100 in Fig. 7c with a difference of 32%). The
relative hardness of the Cu-54 at.%Co composite is slightly higher
compared to the Cu-76 at.%Co composites in the steady state of HPT
deformation (Fig. 4a). The hardness in the steady state is governed
by the small structural size of the grains (grain boundary
strengthening), work-hardening and solid solution hardening. For
substitutional solutions, the yield strength increases in proportion
to their concentration of solutes and the strengthening as a func-
tion of the concentration c of the solute in an alloy can be obtained
from different models [65,66]. Not only solid solution formation
proceeds fastest in the Cu-54 at.%Co composite, the amount of the
solid solution hardening contribution to the overall hardness is
highest, too.
In general, HPT deformed bulk Cu and Co [35,36] or HPT
deformed Cu and Co powders [22,36] obtain a different saturation
hardness (HVCu < HVCo) in the steady state of HPT deformation.
Hence, Cu has a smaller saturation hardness compared to Co if pure
HPT deformed Cu and Co materials are considered. Regarding the
CueCo composites, Co in solid solution generally strengthen the Cuphase [65,66]. Alloying Cu with Co further lowers the stacking fault
energy of Cu [67]. Hence, the increasing difﬁculty to cross-slip with
decreasing stacking fault energy (and, therefore, the difference in
the ease of dynamic recovery) is believed to increase the work
hardening rate of the Cu phase dependent on the amount of Co
which is dissolved in Cu. Fig. 6a displays the indentation hardness
of the Cu phase as a function of the applied strain. Hardening of the
Cu phase is by far the lowest for the composite with the lowest
amount of Co. Although more than one strengthening mechanisms
simultaneously occur, the measured indentation hardness of the Cu
phase might be taken as a rough estimate of the inﬂuence of Co in
solid solution on the hardening and on the strain hardening of Cu.
Due to the limited hardening ability of the Cu phase in Cu-
26 at.%Co composite, the dissolution of the Co phase progresses
very slowly and high phase strength differences are maintained
until high applied strains (c.f. Figs. 5 and 7). As a consequence, the
formed solid solution is not entirely homogenous and few, very
small Co particles remain in the Cu-26 at.%Co composite even at the
highest applied strain [32]. Since small particles are completely
dissolved by dislocation shufﬂing and defect enhanced diffusion
and co-deformation sets in, no further hardening is observed in
stage C and the composites behave like single phase material in the
saturation or steady-state region [49].
4.4. Final remarks
From the present results of the structural and mechanical
characterization, the critical indentation hardness or yield strength
mismatch for the beginning of co-deformation can be determined
to be about 30% (Fig. 6b), which is quite consistent with the ﬁndings
in Ref. [29]. In the Cu-26 at.%Co composite, this critical strength
mismatch is never reached (at least for the deformation strains
applied in this work). However, it has been shown that an extended
solubility of Co in fcc Cu for applied strains of about 100 and higher
can be obtained in the Cu-rich composite [32]. Thus it can be
concluded that the mechanical alloying process during HPT defor-
mation already starts at medium applied strains (stage B), even
before pronounced co-deformation of both phases starts. This is
further conﬁrmed by the results of two APT measurements of the
Cu-76 at.%Co composite at low applied strains (Fig. 8). Moreover it
is important to note that even in the case of the Cu-26 at.%Co
composite, the formation of homogeneous supersaturated solid
solutions might be achievable although very high applied strains
would be needed to reach a homogenous single-phase solid solu-
tion. A further requirement to achieve a single phase microstruc-
ture in the Cu-rich composite is that no instable deformation
localization (e.g. shear banding, cracking) occurs at higher applied
strains. Strain localization and shear banding is, for example,
observed in CueAg alloys processed by HPT after a certain amount
of strain is applied (ε~50) [24]. Although the Cu and Ag phases are
both ductile and have comparable strengths, initial co-deformation
is replaced by this localized deformation at higher applied strains,
which inhibits the formation of homogeneous single-phase solid
solutions and leads to a ﬁnal microstructure composed of single-
and two-phase regions for medium compositions [24]. Taking into
account the present results of the Cu-rich composite for an applied
strain up to 430, such strong strain localization is not expected to
occur at higher applied strains in the current alloy system.
Considering all results together, we conclude that not only the
initial phase strength mismatch is signiﬁcant for mechanical
alloying during HPT deformation, but also the hardening behavior
of the individual phases. In the composite type “ductile-brittle”, like
the investigated CueCo composites, the hardening capability of the
soft phase is particularly important. Furthermore, the SPD process
itself might have a considerable signiﬁcance to achieve alloying in a
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large hydrostatic pressure is applied and no signiﬁcant change of
the overall dimensions of the sample during processing occurs
[2e4]. The Cu and Co phase, although deforming inhomogenously,
are continuously sheared or fragmented and fractured during HPT
processing promoting the dissolution of the respective phase into
the other phase of the composite. In contrast, powder particles
during mechanical alloying are repeatedly changing their size and
form by being repeatedly ﬂattened, cold welded, fractured and
rewelded only for a certain milling time until a steady-state is
attained [27]. For “ductile-brittle” powder combinations, it has
been frequently observed that the brittle particles are initially
fragmented and, if they are insoluble, tend to become trapped in
the ductile particles after a while. The outcome after continued
milling is a uniform dispersion of the brittle particles in the ductile
component of the composite without signiﬁcant alloying in
immiscible components [26,27,30].5. Conclusion
In this study, bulk mechanical alloying of dual-phase Cu-Co
composites by HPT deformation is investigated. The results are
summarized as follows:
During HPT deformation, supersaturated solid solutions can be
obtained in the CueCo composites, regardless of their initial
composition and their high initial yield strength difference . The
deformation and mechanical alloying process can be divided into
different stages: In the beginning, plastic deformation is mainly
localized in the softer Cu phases. Work-hardening, grain size
strengthening due to microstructural reﬁnement and alloying
together with solid solution hardening induce higher hardness of
the Cu phases in the composites. The hardening ability of the Cu
phase further depends strongly on the composition and the thus
induced strain gradients, being highest for the composite with the
highest volume fraction of the hard Co phase. Uniform deformation
progresses signiﬁcantly as the hardness difference of the evolving
Cu and Co phase become smaller. Co-deformation, which is the last
stage of the deformation process, starts, if less than 30% indentation
hardness difference is reached, and leads to further intermixing and
formation of homogeneous solid solutions in the Co-rich compos-
ites. However, mechanical mixing is already observed in the Co-rich
composite before massive co-deformation sets in and is further-
more also observed in the Cu-rich composite, in which the critical
phase strength difference is not even reached at the highest applied
strain. Hence, co-deformation is not a necessary condition for the
formation of supersaturated solid solutions, but facilitate and
accelerate mixing during HPT deformation. Additionally, mechan-
ical mixing, which seems to occur by an abrasive-like process, takes
place in the hard Co phase of the Co-rich composite as well.Acknowledgements
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